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Procedure Used In The Salem Witch Trials Procedure Used In The Salem Witchcraft Trials
1. The afflicted person makes a complaint to the Magistrate about a suspected witch. The complaint is
sometimes made through a third person. 2. The Magistrate issues a warrant for the arrest of the
accused person. 3. The accused person is taken into custody and examined by two or more
Magistrates. If, after listening to testimony, the Magistrate believes that the accused person is
probably guilty, the accused is sent to jail for possible reexamination and to await trial.
http://e-monsite.co/Procedure-Used-In-The-Salem-Witchcraft-Trials.pdf
Procedure used in the Salem witchcraft trials
6. The convicted defendant receives his or her sentence from the Court. In each case at Salem, the
convicted defendant was sentenced to be hanged on a specified date. 7. The Sheriff and his deputies
carry out the sentence of death on the specified date.
http://e-monsite.co/Procedure-used-in-the-Salem-witchcraft-trials-.pdf
7 Bizarre Witch Trial Tests HISTORY
From barbaric tortures and occult dessert dishes to unwinnable trials by ordeal, find out more about
seven unusual tests once used as evidence of supernatural misconduct. Witch swimming derived
http://e-monsite.co/7-Bizarre-Witch-Trial-Tests-HISTORY.pdf
What was the procedure for the Salem witch trials
The Salem Witch Trials is NOT a title for a book. It is the name that describes a witch hysteria, a witch
hunt and witch trials that occurred in 1692 in Salem Massachusetts and other towns in
http://e-monsite.co/What-was-the-procedure-for-the-Salem-witch-trials--.pdf
Procedures Courts Aftermath of the Salem Witch Trials
Spectral Evidence Used by the afflicted girls and several others in their accusation against suspected
witches, spectral evidence is a form of evidence based upon dreams and visions. During the trials, the
accuser would give testimony that an accused witch s spirit (specter) appeared to
http://e-monsite.co/Procedures--Courts-Aftermath-of-the-Salem-Witch-Trials--.pdf
The Salem Witch Trials A legal bibliography The
Researching the Salem Witch Trials is easier than it used to be. Most of the primary source materials
(statutes, transcripts of court records, contemporary accounts) are available electronically.
http://e-monsite.co/The-Salem-Witch-Trials--A-legal-bibliography-The--.pdf
10 Tests For Guilt at the Salem Witch Trials Listverse
Rhetoric is only as potent as its source material; this is why any allusion to the Salem Witch Trials of
1692 is so effective. What comes immediately to mind is the hideous and completely unfound legal
proceedings--based mostly on superstition, irrational paranoia, Puritanism-fueled mass hysteria, and
deception--which resulted in 19 wrongful
http://e-monsite.co/10-Tests-For-Guilt-at-the-Salem-Witch-Trials-Listverse.pdf
History of the Salem Witch Trials
Around the end of September, the use of spectral evidence was finally declared inadmissible, thus
marking the beginning of the end of the Salem Witch Trials. Although spectral evidence, evidence
based on dreams and visions, wasn t the only evidence used in court during the Salem Witch Trails, it
was the most common evidence and the easiest evidence for accusers to fake.
http://e-monsite.co/History-of-the-Salem-Witch-Trials.pdf
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Salem Witchcraft Trials 1692
--Words written by John Greenleaf Whittier and inscribed on a monument marking the grave of
Rebecca Nurse, one of the condemned "witches" of Salem. From June through September of 1692,
nineteen men and women, all having been convicted of witchcraft, were carted to Gallows Hill, a
barren slope near Salem Village, for hanging.
http://e-monsite.co/Salem-Witchcraft-Trials--1692-.pdf
Salem Witch Trials Flashcards Quizlet
How did status or standing in the community play a role in the Salem Witch Trials? when those of
higher status were accused it created fear . What did Rev. Barrows recite before he was hung? the
Lord's prayer from beggining to end. How many years later to Salem recongnize the trials as a
mistake? 5 years later. How did the witch trials affect modern ideas about American justice? innocent
until
http://e-monsite.co/Salem-Witch-Trials-Flashcards-Quizlet.pdf
Procedures of a Witch Trial by Ashley Lefrancois on Prezi
Work Cited - Accusations - Badger - Confessions - More accusations If someone was suspected of
being a witch they had to face many consequences. Accusation Evidence Innocent people Suspected
witches Guilty Physical tortures during procedures of witch craft - Argued with William
http://e-monsite.co/Procedures-of-a-Witch-Trial-by-Ashley-Lefrancois-on-Prezi.pdf
Salem witch trials Wikipedia
The Salem witch trials were a series of hearings and prosecutions of people accused of witchcraft in
colonial Massachusetts between February 1692 and May 1693. More than 200 people were accused,
19 of whom were found guilty and executed by hanging (14 women and 5 men).
http://e-monsite.co/Salem-witch-trials-Wikipedia.pdf
Procedures Courts Aftermath of the Salem Witch Trials
In May, the Court convened in Ipswich, where they held a variety of grand juries who dismissed
charges against all but five people. These included Susannah Post, Eunice Frye, Mary Bridges Jr.,
Mary Barker, and William Barker Jr. All were found not guilty at trial, putting an end to the infamous
Salem Witch Trials.
http://e-monsite.co/Procedures--Courts-Aftermath-of-the-Salem-Witch-Trials--.pdf
Mr Shipley's 7th Period Blog Salem Witch Trials WebQuest
Salem Witch Trials WebQuest Directions: 1. Summarize in a paragraph the procedure used for those
accused of witchcraft. Click on The Crucible. 11. What is the big difference between Arthur Miller s
play The Crucible and the real-life story of the Salem witch trials? Use your own words to explain.
Click on You re Accused! Follow the directions on the page. 12. Which option did you
http://e-monsite.co/Mr--Shipley's-7th-Period-Blog--Salem-Witch-Trials-WebQuest.pdf
Salem Witch Trials Facts Witchcraft Accusations from
The Salem witch trials took place between February of 1692 and May of 1693. By the end of the trials,
hundreds were accused of witchcraft, nineteen were executed and several more died in prison
awaiting either trial or execution. While these events are referred to as the Salem witch trials, several
counties in Massachusetts were
http://e-monsite.co/Salem-Witch-Trials-Facts-Witchcraft-Accusations-from--.pdf
Procedure Salem Witch Trials
6. The person receives their sentence, but in the case of witches, every person was hanged on a
specific date The system used in the year of 1692 was very unfair and irregular. Magistrates had no
legal training. They were just men who had relatively high morales in the town of Salem. The colony
did not have the power to hold trials at first, so
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http://e-monsite.co/Procedure-Salem-Witch-Trials.pdf
Salem Witch Trials Destination Salem
This belief in the power of the accused to use their invisible shapes or spectres to torture their victims
had sealed the fates of those tried by the Court of Oyer and Terminer. The new court released those
awaiting trial and pardoned those awaiting execution. In effect, the Salem witch trials were over.
http://e-monsite.co/Salem-Witch-Trials-Destination-Salem.pdf
A Brief History of the Salem Witch Trials History
The Salem witch trials occurred in colonial Massachusetts between 1692 and 1693. More than 200
people were accused of practicing witchcraft the Devil's magic and 20 were executed. Eventually
http://e-monsite.co/A-Brief-History-of-the-Salem-Witch-Trials-History--.pdf
What was the evidence used to convict the acussed of Salem
The Salem witch trials gave a reason for the use of spectral evidence in trial to be banned in court,
something that hadn't happened before.
http://e-monsite.co/What-was-the-evidence-used-to-convict-the-acussed-of-Salem--.pdf
Understanding the Salem Witch Trials NEH Edsitement
Use the Salem Witch Trials as an opportunity to explore the concept of the multiplicity of explanations
and causes there can be for one event. Ask students to brainstorm a list of reasons why they think the
Salem Witch Trials might have happened, which you can then write on the board. Ask them to support
their reasons based on evidence they've
http://e-monsite.co/Understanding-the-Salem-Witch-Trials-NEH-Edsitement.pdf
Salem witch trials History Causes Britannica com
Salem witch trials (1692 93), a series of investigations and persecutions that caused 19 convicted
witches to be hanged and many other suspects to be imprisoned in Salem Village in the
Massachusetts Bay Colony. They were part of a long story of witch hunts that began in Europe in the
14th century.
http://e-monsite.co/Salem-witch-trials-History-Causes-Britannica-com.pdf
The Witch Trials Witchcraft
According to witch-hunters during the height of the witch trials, a witches mark (also called a Devil s
mark or a witches teat) was sufficient indication that an individual was a witch. Identified witches
marks may have been just moles, scars, birthmarks, skin tags, supernumerary nipples, natural
blemishes or insensitive patches of skin.
http://e-monsite.co/The-Witch-Trials-Witchcraft.pdf
The Accused of the Salem Witch Trials
Persons Accused of Witchcraft. On this page you will find a list of the persons that were accused of
witchcraft during the Salem Witch Trials. Click here for a statistical analysis of the accused by town.
http://e-monsite.co/The-Accused-of-the-Salem-Witch-Trials.pdf
THE LEGITIMACY OF SPECTRAL EVIDENCE DURING THE SALEM
This paper looks at the use of spectral evidence during the Salem witch trials and examines whether
its use was legitimate and in accordance with the evidential standards of the time (1692). Ultimately
this paper finds that the use of spectral evidence was legitimate as it followed the slim guidelines
available at the time. The
http://e-monsite.co/THE-LEGITIMACY-OF-SPECTRAL-EVIDENCE-DURING-THE-SALEM--.pdf
Pennsylvania's First and Only Witchcraft Trial
At the trial's conclusion, Governor Penn gave the jury their charge. The members found Mattson guilty
of having "the common fame" of a witch, but not guilty in "matter and forme as Shee stands indicted."
A recognizance of 100 pounds for good behavior was demanded of Margaret; half that was required of
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Gethro Hendrickson.
http://e-monsite.co/Pennsylvania's-First-and-Only-Witchcraft-Trial-.pdf
Victims of the Salem Witch Trials 1692
During the Salem witch trials of 1692, twenty-four accused witches died, 19 were hanged, one was
pressed to death, and four died in prison.
http://e-monsite.co/Victims-of-the-Salem-Witch-Trials--1692-.pdf
What Caused the Salem Witch Trials JSTOR Daily
The Salem witch trials occupy a unique place in our collective history. The mystery around the hysteria
and miscarriage of justice continue to inspire new critiques, most recently with the recent release of
The Witches: Salem, 1692 by Pulitzer Prize-winning Stacy Schiff. But what caused the mass hysteria,
false accusations, and lapses in due
http://e-monsite.co/What-Caused-the-Salem-Witch-Trials--JSTOR-Daily.pdf
Tituba The Slave Girl Who Used The Salem Witch Trials To
Indeed, without the Salem Witch Trials, history would have never known about Tituba at all. Her highly
imaginative and coherent testimony in court in which she details her brush with the devil, would
organize and set the tone for the witch hunt to come. She would deliver the longest testimony in the
Salem Witch Trials, inciting a hunt and
http://e-monsite.co/Tituba--The-Slave-Girl-Who-Used-The-Salem-Witch-Trials-To--.pdf
The Salem Times 1693 Salem Times Every Time
Later, on January 14, 1697 the general court of Salem ordered a day of fasting to commemorate the
innocent lives that were lost during 1692 and 1693. In 1702, the general court of Salem named the
1692 witch trials un-lawful. The trials then became a dark and shunned part in American history.
http://e-monsite.co/The-Salem-Times-1693--Salem-Times-Every-Time-.pdf
Salem Witchcraft the Events and Causes of the Salem Witch
The fury of the witch trials subsided, and the last witch trial was held in January 1693. Governor Phips
ended the witch trials when he pardoned the remaining accused in May 1693. With this pardon, the
Salem witch trials, which resulted in nineteen hangings and a death by crushing rocks, was finally
concluded. Aftermath
http://e-monsite.co/Salem-Witchcraft--the-Events-and-Causes-of-the-Salem-Witch--.pdf
Witch trials in the early modern period Wikipedia
Inspired by ethnographically recorded witch trials that anthropologists observed happening in nonEuropean parts of the world, various historians have sought a functional explanation for the Early
Modern witch trials, thereby suggesting the social functions that the trials played within their
communities.
http://e-monsite.co/Witch-trials-in-the-early-modern-period-Wikipedia.pdf
Colonial America for Kids Salem Witch Trials
Kids learn about the history of the Salem Witch Trials during colonial America including how they
began, what tests were used to determine guilt, interesting facts, and why they finally stopped.
http://e-monsite.co/Colonial-America-for-Kids--Salem-Witch-Trials.pdf
Gender and the Salem Witchcraft Trials
Josephine)Colburn!!)
1)
Gender)and)the)Salem)Witchcraft)Trials)
The)Salem)Witchcraft)Trials)of)1692)were)iconic)events)inAmericanHistory.)They)have)
http://e-monsite.co/Gender-and-the-Salem-Witchcraft-Trials-.pdf
The Salem Witchcraft Trials of 1692 law2 umkc edu
A collection of images, documents, essays, maps, links, games, and other information pertaining to
the Salem Witch Trials of 1692. The Salem Witchcraft Trials of 1692 Essays, primary documents,
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biographical sketches, chronology, images, and other documents relating to the 1692 trials for
witchcraft in Salem, Massachusetts
http://e-monsite.co/The-Salem-Witchcraft-Trials-of-1692-law2-umkc-edu.pdf
Salem Massachusetts What about Witches The Witch Trials
The Witch House In February, 1692, three accused women were examined by Magistrates Jonathan
Corwin and John Hathorne. Corwin's home, known as the Witch House, still stands at the corner of
North and Essex Streets in Salem, providing guided tours and tales of the first witchcraft trials.
http://e-monsite.co/Salem-Massachusetts-What-about-Witches-The-Witch-Trials.pdf
Remembering the Victims of the Salem Witch Executions
To mark the 325th anniversary of the Salem witch executions, we look back at the victims of the
Salem Witch Trials and the mass hysteria that led to their deaths.
http://e-monsite.co/Remembering-the-Victims-of-the-Salem-Witch-Executions--.pdf
The Salem Witch Trials 1692 Eyewitness to History
"The Salem Witch Trials, 1692," EyeWitness to History, www.eyewitnesstohistory.com (2000). It is
estmated that Salem Village contained aproximately 550 residents at the time of the trials. After her
examination, Martha Corey was tried and convicted of witchcraft.
http://e-monsite.co/The-Salem-Witch-Trials--1692-Eyewitness-to-History.pdf
University of Chicago Lab School Salem Witch Trials
The people involved in the Salem Witch Trials were very much like the Puritans because both
governments gave very harsh rules to regain order in their town. The Salem Witch Trial people would
keep people in jail for a long time ore execute a victim so that they could get rid of the black magic that
was in the town. The Puritans executed
http://e-monsite.co/University-of-Chicago-Lab-School--Salem-Witch-Trials--.pdf
Spectral Evidence Salem Witch Museum
In the background a witch rides on a broomstick, brandishing a snake in her hand; to the left, spectral
images fly out of the boiling cauldron; and a cat leaps into the scene from the right. References to cat
familiars, flying witches, and spectral images are common features of the court records of the Salem
witch trials.
http://e-monsite.co/Spectral-Evidence-Salem-Witch-Museum.pdf
Salem Witch Crisis Summary Livingston Public Schools
Salem Witch Trials Salem Witch Crisis: Summary The Salem witchcraft crisis began during the winter
of 1691 - 1692, in Salem Village, Massachusetts, when Betty Parris, the nine - year-old daughter of
the village s minister, Samuel Parris, and his niece, Abigail Williams, fell strangely ill. The girls
complained of
http://e-monsite.co/Salem-Witch-Crisis--Summary-Livingston-Public-Schools.pdf
Annotated Bibliography Salem Witch Trials
I used to get more information about how the trials changed ever-day life for the Puritans. Website
Creator, Angel Capehart. Powered by Create your own unique website with customizable templates.
http://e-monsite.co/Annotated-Bibliography-Salem-Witch-Trials.pdf
Interrogation Techniques of The Salem Witch Trials by
Blog. 23 September 2019. Featured educator: John Wolfe; 30 August 2019. Ace your school projects
with these 12 featured Prezi presentations and templates
http://e-monsite.co/Interrogation-Techniques-of-The-Salem-Witch-Trials-by--.pdf
Spectral Evidence in the Salem Witch Trials Study com
The Salem Witch Trials were a dark chapter in America's history. Learn more about it with this
interactive quiz and printable worksheet. These
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http://e-monsite.co/Spectral-Evidence-in-the-Salem-Witch-Trials---Study-com.pdf
What Were the Salem Witch Trials WorldAtlas com
The Salem witch trials took place in Massachusetts in the late 1600's. Martha Cory in jail for witchcraft
during the Salem witch trials of 1692-63. The Salem witch trials, held from February 1692 to May
1693, were the numerous hearings and prosecutions of individuals accused of practicing witchcraft
http://e-monsite.co/What-Were-the-Salem-Witch-Trials--WorldAtlas-com.pdf
Witches' mark Wikipedia
The witch's mark also factors into the theory proposed by M.M. Drymon that Lyme disease is a
diagnosis for both witches and witch affliction, finding that many of the afflicted and accused in Salem
and elsewhere lived in areas that were tick-risky, had a variety of red marks and rashes that looked
like bite marks on their skin, and suffered
http://e-monsite.co/Witches'-mark-Wikipedia.pdf
Salem Witch Trials Process questgarden com
Step 2: a. You will watch this video on the story of the Salem Witch trials and the time surrounding
them. You will be expected to use the information that you gained in reading the primary source
documents to put the video into perspective and use higher level thinking to connect the primary
sources with the video.
http://e-monsite.co/Salem-Witch-Trials--Process-questgarden-com.pdf
Salem Witch Trials Judges Key Magistrates and Justices
John Hathorne, Salem: a wealthy landowner and merchant who owned land as far as Maine, he had
served as a Justice of the Peace and had mediated disputes in Salem. He was the great-greatgrandfather of Nathaniel Hawthorne, who changed the spelling of the family name to distance from the
Salem witch trial history.
http://e-monsite.co/Salem-Witch-Trials-Judges--Key-Magistrates-and-Justices.pdf
Witchcraft law up to the Salem witchcraft trials of 1692
Facsimiles of this book are owned by the Massachusetts Trial Court Law Libraries; and a facsimile is
available to read on the Commonwealth of Massachusetts website (see especially page 94). In
practice, few people were executed for witchcraft before the Salem witchcraft trials of 1692. Instead,
juries were reluctant to convict, or the accused
http://e-monsite.co/Witchcraft-law-up-to-the-Salem-witchcraft-trials-of-1692--.pdf
Midnight Mysteries The Salem Witch Trials Walkthrough
This document contains a complete Midnight Mysteries: The Salem Witch Trials game walkthrough
featuring annotated screenshots from actual gameplay! We hope you find this information useful as
you play your way through the game. Use the walkthrough menu below to quickly jump to whatever
stage of the game you need help with.
http://e-monsite.co/Midnight-Mysteries--The-Salem-Witch-Trials-Walkthrough--.pdf
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When getting this publication 7th procedure used in the salem witch trials as reference to review, you could get
not only motivation but also new knowledge and also driving lessons. It has greater than typical benefits to take.
What kind of e-book that you review it will work for you? So, why must obtain this e-book entitled 7th
procedure used in the salem witch trials in this post? As in web link download, you could obtain guide 7th
procedure used in the salem witch trials by on-line.
Discover the secret to boost the quality of life by reading this 7th procedure used in the salem witch trials
This is a kind of book that you require now. Besides, it can be your favored book to read after having this
publication 7th procedure used in the salem witch trials Do you ask why? Well, 7th procedure used in the salem
witch trials is a publication that has different particular with others. You may not should understand which the
writer is, how popular the job is. As smart word, never judge the words from which speaks, however make the
words as your good value to your life.
When getting guide 7th procedure used in the salem witch trials by online, you could read them wherever you
are. Yeah, also you are in the train, bus, waiting listing, or other places, on the internet e-book 7th procedure
used in the salem witch trials can be your buddy. Each time is an excellent time to read. It will certainly enhance
your expertise, enjoyable, enjoyable, driving lesson, as well as experience without spending even more cash.
This is why online e-book 7th procedure used in the salem witch trials ends up being most desired.
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